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Wright's Theology as Victimology  
By Anthony B. Bradley  

Part 2 of 3 
 
Black Liberation theology actually encourages 
a victim mentality among blacks. John 
McWhorters' book Losing the Race, will be 
helpful here. Victimology, says McWhorter, is 
the adoption of victim hood as the core of 
one's identity--for example, like one who 
suffers through living in "a country and who 
lived in a culture controlled by rich white 
people." It is a subconscious, culturally 
inherited affirmation that life for Blacks in 
America has been in the past and will be in 
the future a life of being victimized by the 
oppression of Whites. In today's terms, it is 
the conviction that, forty years after the Civil 
Rights Act, conditions for Blacks have not 
substantially changed. As Wright intimates, 
for example, scores of black men regularly get 
passed over by cab drivers.  

Reducing black identity to "victim" distorts 
the reality of true progress. For example, was 
Obama a victim of widespread racial 
oppression at the hand of "rich white people" 
before graduating from Columbia University, 
Harvard Law School magna cum laude, or 
after he acquired his estimated net worth of 
$1.3 million? How did "rich white people" 
keep Obama from succeeding? If Obama is 
the model of an oppressed black man, I want 
to be oppressed next! With my graduate 
school debt my net worth is literally negative 
$52,659.  

The overall result, says McWhorter, is that 
"the remnants of discrimination hold an 
obsessive indignant fascination that allows 
only passing acknowledgement of any signs of 

progress." Jeremiah Wright infused with 
victimology, wielded self-righteous 
indignation in the service of exposing the 
inadequacies Hilary Clinton's world of "rich 
white people." The perpetual creation of a 
racial identity born out of self-loathing and 
anxiety often spends more time inventing 
reasons to cry racism than working toward 
changing social mores, and often inhibits 
movement toward reconciliation and positive 
mobility.  

McWhorter articulates three main objections 
of victimology: First, victimology condones 
weakness in failure. Victimology tacitly 
stamps approval on failure, lack of effort, and 
criminality. Behaviors and patterns that are 
self-destructive are often approved of as 
cultural or presented as unpreventable 
consequences from previous systemic 
patterns. Black liberation theologians are 
clear on this point: "People are poor because 
they are victims of others," says Dr. Dwight 
Hopkins, a black liberation theologian 
teaching at the University of Chicago Divinity 
School.  

Second, victimology hampers progress 
because, from the outset, it focuses attention 
on obstacles. For example, in Black liberation 
theology, the focus is on the impediment of 
Black freedom in light of the Goliath of White 
racism.  

Third, victimology keeps racism alive because 
many Whites are constantly painted as racist 
with no evidence provided. Racism charges 
create a context for backlash and resentment 
fueling new attitudes among whites not 
previously held or articulated, and creates 
"separatism"--a suspension of moral 
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judgment in the name of racial solidarity. 
Does Jeremiah Wright foster separatism or 
racial unity and reconciliation?  
 
For black liberation theologians Sunday is 
uniquely tied to redefining their sense of 
being human within a context of 
marginalization. "Black people who have been 
humiliated and oppressed by the structures of 
White society six days of the week gather 
together each Sunday morning in order to 
experience another definition of their 
humanity," says James Cone in his book 
Speaking the Truth (1999).  
 
Many black theologians believe that both 
racism and socio-economic oppression 
continue to augment the fragmentation 
between Whites and Blacks. Historically 
speaking, it makes sense that Black 
theologians would struggle with 
conceptualizing social justice and the problem 
of evil as it relates to the history of 
colonialism and slavery in the Americas.  
 
Is black liberation theology helping? Wright's 
liberation theology has stirred up resentment, 
backlash, Obama defections, separatism, 
white guilt, caricature, and offense. Preaching 
to a congregation of middle-class blacks about 
their victim identity invites a distorted view of 
reality, fosters nihilism, and divides rather 
than unites.  
 
Anthony B. Bradley is a research fellow at 
the Acton Institute, and assistant professor 
of theology at Covenant Theological 
Seminary in St. Louis. His PhD dissertation 
is titled, "Victimology in Black Liberation 
Theology." 

 

Mt. St. Helens Surprises Scientists 

Genesis 2:4 

This is the history of the heavens and the earth 

when they were created, in the day that the LORD 

God made the earth and the heavens… 

In 1980, Mount Saint Helens exploded with 

incredible force, leaving a sterile, barren scar on 

the face of the earth. Basing their expectations 

upon the slow pace of evolution, the scientific 

establishment said it would be generations before 

life would return to the area. Yet the US Forest 

Service have reported that virtually every species 

that lived in the area before the eruption had 

already returned after only five years! 

In most, but not all cases, the populations were 

much smaller than before the eruption - but they 

were back. As a result, scientists are surprised at 

the speed at which life is returning to Mt. St. 

Helens.  

Unexpected forces helped cause this 

transformation. For example, as gophers tunneled, 

they mixed soil into the top layer of volcanic ash. 

Seedling trees, protected during the blast by thick 

snow and the debris of larger trees, provided the 

basis for a nearly instant new forest which has 

grown over the few years since the blast. Spirit 

Lake was supporting fish only five years after the 

blast.  

The return of life to Mt. St. Helens shows us that 

commonly accepted ideas about how long life 

takes to establish itself need to be revised 

downward drastically. And this fact helps to show 

us that the Bible's claims of a young earth are not 

at all unbelievable. 

References: © 2007 Creation Moments, Inc. PO 

Box 839, Foley, MN 56329 800-422-4253 

www.creationmoments.com 

SHALOM FROM JERUSALEM, 

by Christian Reporter David Dolan 

Widespread media reports of possible 
imminent war with Syria—probably 
initiated by an attack upon the Jewish state 
by Syria’s puppet Hizbullah militia force in 
Lebanon, supported by Palestinian Hamas 
fighters in the Gaza Strip, and possibly by 
Iran itself—have spread like wildfire this week 
here in Israel.  Military analysts say this 
indicates something is indeed occurring on 
the ground to raise the war alert, as 
confirmed by army sources.  The cancellation 
today of a scheduled visit to Europe next week 
by Israel’s Defense Minister has only added to 
the war jitters.   
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On Wednesday, Deputy Chief of Staff Dan Harel 

warned that Israel will respond “with a heavy 

hand” against anyone trying to target the country.  

Israel TV newscasts this evening are all featuring 

reports and analysis of the tense situation along 

the northern borders with Syria and Lebanon.  

Analysts are saying that while neither side 

probably wants war, the current tense situation 

could easily spiral out of control, given the 

heightened military alerts on both sides.   

This all comes as Israel makes final preparations 

for the largest civilian home front war exercises 

ever conducted in the country, due to begin on 

Sunday and last through next Thursday.  The 

cabinet is scheduled to meet Sunday morning in a 

special session meant to simulate an actual war 

emergency, followed by war drills in many 

hospitals, army bases, emergency response 

services, municipalities, police stations, etc.  An 

actual war siren will be sounded on Tuesday 

morning at 10 AM all over the country.  People 

everywhere will be instructed by the media in the 

coming days to respond then as if an enemy attack 

was in progress, to test their preparations for the 

same.    

Jerusalem Post military reporter Yaakov Katz 

confirmed on Israel state television tonight that 

IDF forces are on the highest possible level of 

alert in the north, in response to intelligence 

information that the Iranian-backed Syrian 

regime—supplemented by major army reserve 

call-ups reported in various Arab media outlets in 

London and elsewhere in recent days—have 

recently moved two armored brigades into the 

Lebanese Beeka Valley, where Hizbullah has its 

main military bases.   

Katz said that while neither Israel or Syria 

probably wants a full war right now, the Syrians 

are wary that Israel will attack them if Hizbullah 

launches the promised “revenge” response to the 

killing of arch terrorist Imad Mughniyeh in 

Damascus on February 12, which the radical 

Lebanese group and its Iranian paymasters blame 

on Israel, despite denials of responsibility from 

Jerusalem.  Katz added that Syria may be 

preparing for war because it knows that Hizbullah 

has a major operation pending against Israel, 

probably supported, if not ordered, by Iran—

whose extremist Shiite leaders have vowed to 

avenge the car bomb attack on Mughniyeh, who 

was closely associated with them.    

Speculation that a major conflict might be 

brewing grew substantially after the Israeli 

security cabinet held a special meeting on 

Wednesday—usually only convened in times of 

heightened military tensions or activity—mainly 

to discuss the situation in the north.  The cabinet 

then announced that authorities will begin 

distributing anti-gas mask and biological weapons 

kits to the general public in the coming days—

adding to the growing sense of crisis.  Still, 

officials pointed out the distribution process 

would take some time, and therefore did not 

indicate that Israeli leaders thought major conflict 

was necessarily imminent.  This assertion was 

repeated today by President Shimon Peres, who 

said that mounting talk of imminent conflict was 

exaggerated.   

Nevertheless, various Israeli media outlets 

reported today that officials suspect that Syria 

may have transferred chemical weapons to 

Hizbullah forces, including deadly Sarin nerve 

gas.  This comes after Iranian Armed Forces Chief 

Hassan Firouzabadi hinted in February that short 

range nuclear warheads might have been sent to 

the rogue Lebanese militia force, which is 

partially commanded by Iranian Revolutionary 

Guards.   Meanwhile a Syrian parliament member 

was quoted in the Arabic media today as 

confirming that his country is currently 

monitoring Israeli military communications with 

the help of advanced Iranian equipment and 

listening outposts set up in Syria.     

Today’s announcement that Defense Minister 

Ehud Barak had cancelled a scheduled visit to 

Germany next week because of the heightened 

war tensions with Syria has definitely caught the 

attention of the Israeli public.  All of the new war 

talk comes as the country’s hotels are fuller than 

they have been since just before the Palestinian Al 

Aksa terrorist war was launched in September 

2000, with record numbers, especially American 

Jews, scheduled to come here next month to 

celebrate Israel’s 60th anniversary.   

  

 


